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AUTHORHOUSE, United States, 2011. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.R. Duane Seaman was a Project Supervisor
on the APOLLO MOONSHOT PROGRAM. One section of the book addresses his experiences in that
capacity. He left the Space Program after Apollo 11 reached the moon and formed Houston based
AIM Financial Systems Group, Inc. He retired twenty eight years later in 1998 as President and CEO
and returned to his roots in Independence, MO where he now resides. The book has several genres
including Duane s POETRY, MEMORIES, REFLECTIONS and OBSERVATIONS. As mentioned, one
section deals with being involved in the Apollo Program. Although he was no longer involved in the
Space Program at the time, in 2003 he challenged early reports of the Columbia Shuttle disaster the
day after and was later vindicated by revised reports a year later. All of which is covered herein. His
MEMORIES include the hardship he and his family endured Growing Up During the Great Depression
and World War Two. They include his experiences during those years as a series of Short Stories. He
has also included his only attempt at fiction. A...
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Comprehensive manual for pdf fans. It is full of wisdom and knowledge You will like how the writer publish this book.
-- Mr . Ez equiel Rolfson-- Mr . Ez equiel Rolfson

Complete guideline! Its such a excellent read. This really is for all who statte there had not been a worth studying. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Tim othy Lynch-- Tim othy Lynch
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